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New Zealand targets export
boost
Government launch plan to increase primary sector export earnings by
NZ$44bn over the next ten years
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annually, according to peak industry body,
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country’s primary sector export

Horticulture New Zealand (Hort NZ). It
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earnings by NZ$44bn (US$28.8bn) over the
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protecting
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The roadmap will be rolled out over the
Ardern said it’s important the government

coming months, and O’Connor said it will

remain proactive in its approach.
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Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern released the
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employing approximately 60,000 people.
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of the roadmap with more than NZ$1.5bn

HortNZ president, Barry O'Neil, said the

invested in freshwater quality,

water

plan aligns well its current future focused

storage, supporting exporters, reducing

strategies. “Horticulture is already well into
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“Immediately post lockdown, our entire

high-value crops,” said Ardern.

industry – comprising more than 20

the plan reinforces the government’s
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biogenic methane emissions as well as
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The country’s agriculture minister, Damien

different fruit and vegetable product

O’Connor, highlighted the sector’s ability

groups – got together with key government
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departments to develop and implement a

12-months, despite Covid-19, showed there
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horticulture’s governance groups had not

HortNZ said it expects domestic and

“Our fruit and vegetables are grown to the

been part of the Primary Sector Council’s

worldwide demand for New Zealand-grown

highest standards in one of best growing

work on developing the plan, which would

fruit and vegetables would increase both

areas in the world. New Zealand’s

be rectified over the next few months,
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when HortNZ discusses the approach to

more value on sustainably produced, fresh
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